Abstract: Since Hansch's extra thermodynamic multi-parameter approach, originally coined as Linear Free Energy Relationship, great efforts in medicinal chemistry have been made to properly estimate the binding free energy. Despite the often small amount, its value is however very critical in determining a successful binding. As a result, its correct estimation may provide a guide for a prospective rational drug design. The calculation of the absolute binding free energies is however a very challenging task as it requires a rigorous treatment of a number of physical terms that are both very time demanding and to some extent not immediately interpretable. In view of this, the introduction of some numerical approximations has permitted to develop the so called Linear Interaction Energy method that, at present, constitutes the best compromise among accuracy, speed of computation and easy interpretation. The initially developed Linear Interaction Energy method was subsequently revisited and several important improvements have been made. Significant examples are the Extended Linear Response, the surface generalized Born LIE, the molecular mechanics generalized Born surface area, the linear interaction energy in continuum electrostatics as well as its quantum mechanics variant. Principles and selected applications of these methods will be herein reviewed.
INTRODUCTION
Free energy is a central concept of physical and medicinal chemistry, describing the tendency of molecular systems to spontaneously associate and react. The accurate prediction of this valuable amount of energy, via computational approaches, is thus a really important goal to achieve for physicists, chemists, and biochemists. In recent years, much progress has been made applying molecular dynamics (MD) or Monte Carlo (MC) methods to carry out the free energy calculation with a particular emphasis in the area of ligand binding to macromolecules such as proteins and nucleic acids. In this scenario, in fact, molecular docking scoring functions have failed the prediction of Binding Free Energy (BFE) of even structurally close compounds with the results that no statistically significant correlation between experimentally measured biological activities and scoring values has so far emerged [1, 2] .
As a matter of fact, Free Energy Perturbation (FEP) and thermodynamic integration (TI) are the most rigorous, MD or MC-based, computational approaches currently used to calculate the BFE [3, 4] . Despite their wide use, both of them are however very time demanding and, thus, of often limited feasibility [5] [6] [7] [8] . Moreover, limitations in conformational sampling [9, 10] and force field parameterization might compromise FEP and TI accuracy. For instance, it is well known that molecular force fields are sometimes too simplified to properly describe intermolecular interactions *Address correspondence to this author at the via E. Orabona 4, I-70126 BARI, Italy; Tel: ++39.080.5442551; Fax: ++39.080.5442230; E-mail: nicolotti@farmchim.uniba.it with the serious risk of obtaining unconfident or even unreliable predictions of BFE values. On the other hand, especially over a course of a long MD or MC calculation, it can be difficult to exhaustively explore the search space for an efficient sampling of all the ligand-protein conformations and to assess the loss of entropy due to the occurrence of intermolecular interactions as well [11, 12] .
In view of this, a reasonable treatment of the errors and uncertainties in the determination of free energy has been made possible by the development of approximated BFE calculation approaches. A notable example is the Linear Interaction Energy (LIE) method that gives an estimation of the BFE from only two simulations of the solvated proteinligand complex and the ligand in solution. A side benefit is that LIE is about one order of magnitude faster than the FEP and TI methods [13] . However, LIE needs to be calibrated with a training set of ligands provided with known and definite experimental binding data. [14] .
Further advancements of the LIE model were achieved in the last ten years leading to the development of improved models in which implicit solvent and different descriptors are used. Among others, this survey will be focused on the Extended Linear Response (ELR) [15] [16] [17] ; the surface generalized Born LIE (SGB-LIE) [18] ; the molecular mechanics generalized Born surface area (MM-GB/SA) and its Poisson-Boltzman variant (MM-PB/SA) [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] , the linear interaction energy in continuum electrostatics (LIECE) and its quantum mechanics variant (QMLIECE) [24] .
LINEAR INTERACTION ENERGY: LIE
Initially developed by Åqvist on a set of endothiapepsin inhibitors [13] , the Linear Interaction Energy (LIE) method 
where ... stands for MD or MC ensemble energy average of non-bonded van der Waals (E vdW ) and electrostatic (E Coul ) interactions between the ligand and its surrounding environment, i.e., either the solvated receptor binding site (bound state) or just solvent (free state). The Δ in equation (1) indicates the difference between such averages in the bound and free state (Fig. 1) . α and β are the weight coefficients for the non-polar and electrostatic BFE contributions, respectively. The parameter α = 0.161 was derived to give the best fit to experimental binding data (note that ΔG exp ≈ -RTln(K i ) or ≈ -RTln(IC 50 )) and the electrostatic scaling factor β = 0.50 follows from the quadratic dependence of free energy on solute charge, as embodied in the Born model for ion solvation [25] . Further works demonstrated that β = 0.50 is valid only for ligands bearing charged groups, while neutral dipolar compounds have a systematic dependence of their content of dipolar groups [6, 26] . The parameter γ is an additional constant number which was initially set to zero, while in following investigations conducted over a series of human thrombin inhibitors [27] was set to ~ -3 kcal/mol to accurately predict the experimental data showing that systematic error. In some cases γ has been expressed in terms of solvent accessible surface area (SASA) of the solute [28, 29] and, thus, equation (1) has been changed as follows:
In the modified approach expressed in (2), both α and β coefficients can vary in order to achieve the best fit to experimental binding data, while the γ-scaled SASA term is included as a means of accounting for possible positive free energies of hydration caused by solute cavity formation in the solvent [30, 31] .
EXTENDED LINEAR RESPONSE: ELR
Given the success of the previously described MD [6, 13, 25, [32] [33] [34] or MC-based [28, 29, 35 ] LIE binding studies, Jorgensen started to treat larger data set (thrombin inhibitors [15] , HIV-1 reverse transcriptase non-nucleoside inhibitors [16] , COX-2 inhibitors [17] ) with the purpose of investigating the existence of possible correlations with experimental data at the increase of the ratio of data points to parameters. In this study a large number of physicochemical descriptors was applied, including among others, counts of hydrogen bonds, hydrophilic, hydrophobic, aromatic surfaces area. A multivariate fitting approach was used leading to the following general expression:
where c n is an optimizable coefficient for its associated descriptor ξ n and C is a constant. In principle, any physical meaningful quantity could be used as descriptor in the Extended Linear Response (ELR) method, although descriptors with an understandable physical interpretation are likely to afford models having greater interpretability and prediction utility.
However, it should be noted that ELR are derived using experimental data in conjunction with descriptors obtained from computer simulations to derive a regression expression. Once a solid cross-validated equation is derived, no additional experimental data are thus necessary for activity predictions of novel compounds.
From these applications, the importance of few key descriptors emerged and, as a result, was widely recognized. For instance descriptors accounting for van der Waals interactions and for the change in number of hydrogen bonds for the ligand upon binding are considered of great importance, as pointed out by Jorgensen in a regressionbased study over a series of non-nucleoside reverse transcriptase inhibitors (Fig. 3) , potentially useful in anti-HIV1 therapies [16] . In the cited example, the most common significant descriptors for individual regression equations were those terms accounting for the ligand-protein LennardJones interactions (EXX LJ ) and the change in total number of hydrogen bonds for the inhibitor upon binding (ΔHBtot), as shown in Table 1 .
LINEAR INTERACTION ENERGY AND CONTI-NUUM SOLVENT MODELS: SGB-LIE
From a computational standpoint, LIE and ELR models are attractive compared to FEP because they are not so much time demanding and may thus permit the study of larger number of ligands. The cheaper computational cost is determined by the fact that only interactions between the ligand and either the protein or the aqueous environment are explicitly considered as descriptors in the resulting model (protein-protein and protein-water interactions are only used to generate conformations via MD or MC). As a result, such approaches enabled to prevent a considerable amount of noise and systematic uncertainties in the calculations as, for example, those arising from different conformations of the protein obtained from co-crystallized structures of different ligands.
Further developments were introduced by Zhou; in his work the use of explicit solvent in the simulation was replaced by a continuum surface generalized Born (SGB) solvent model [18] , which demonstrated to be more than one order of magnitude faster than the previously described LIE models. Interestingly, the SGB-LIE approach performs a deeper exploration of the conformational space and it is even much more rapid to reach the convergence threshold of the simulations because of the absence of the explicit water friction (see Table 2 ). The SGB-LIE model replaces the solvent accessible surface area term in Jorgensen's LIE [28] formulation (2) by the cavity term (ΔU cav ) in continuum solvent model:
In the generalized Born models the solvation free energy is given by the sum of two terms called reaction field energy ( U rnx ) and cavity energy ( U cav ) [19, 20] :
On the other hand, in the SGB-LIE there is not explicit electrostatic and van der Waals energy between solute and solvent anymore; the van der Waals energy is thus implicitly included in the cavity term, which is based on the total accessible surface area (SASA):
where c 1 and c 2 are empirical coefficients with c 1 = 0.00486 kcal/(mol Å 2 ) and c 2 = 1.092 kcal/mol [18, 20, 21] . The total electrostatic energy term in (4) is given by the sum of the possible Coulomb interactions between ligand and protein (U Coul ) and two times the reaction field energy (U rxn ):
This simplification is made possible because the reaction field energy (U rxn ) is half of the Coulomb energy between solute and solvent (U Coul ) in the linear interaction approximation in the case of small molecules' solvation, as proved by Jorgensen [30] . The calculation of the reaction field energy (U rxn ) is straightforward for the ligand in its free state [20] while it is more difficult for the ligand in the bound state because SGB accounts for the U rxn for the whole solute, although the U rxn from the protein alone is not needed in SGB-LIE. Zhou, therefore, screened the pairwise coulombic component of the U rxn as a whole for atoms belonging to the ligand, as half for atom belonging to the ligand and protein and zero for atoms belonging to the protein only. The reader interested to know the exact mathematical details is referred to elsewhere [18] . The SGB-LIE has been applied to three different ligand sets: HIV-1 reverse transcriptase inhibitors (1-[(2-hydroxyethoxy) methyl]-6-(phenylthio)thymine (HEPT) analogues, 20 ligands), human thrombin inhibitors (sulfonamide derivatives, 7 ligands) and various ligands binding the coagulation factor Xa (8 ligands). The results obtained with SGB-LIE seem to be quite good in terms of quality of the prediction (fitting and cross-validation results show that about 1.0 kcal/mol accuracy is achievable) and time calculation performance, as shown in Table 2 [18] .
LINEAR INTERACTION ENERGY AND CONTI-NUUM SOLVENT MODELS: MM-GB/SA AND MM-PB/SA
The encouraging results obtained with the continuum solvent model inspired different authors in continuing the work to adopt and improve, the so-called molecular mechanics generalized Born surface area (MM-GB/SA) and its Poisson-Boltzmann variant (MM-PB/SA) [19, 22, 23] . The major efforts were directed to the rescoring of docking results and in the combined use of molecular mechanics and continuum solvation to compute average BFE of ligands, taking into account their bound and unbound states and using MD or MC simulations. An interesting application was presented by Guimarães [36] , who investigated the performance of MM-GB/SA rescoring in structure-based lead optimization for quite diverse sets of pharmaceutically relevant targets such as CDK2, factor Xa, thrombin and HIV-1 reverse transcriptase. In his implementation each ligand was docked into the protein binding site followed by a MC search to perform the conformational analysis of the ligand in the bound state, and by a conformational search for the inhibitor in the unbound state. An energy minimization was thus performed over the ligand-protein complex with the aim of increasing the computational efficiency compared to MD simulation. However, the lack of sampling in this method might represent a serious drawback since the protein would not be able to fully relax when accommodating different scaffolds after docking. Nevertheless this issue should be minimized when scoring congeneric series of ligands (because of a systematic error which will globally not affect the ligand ranking). The binding energy was then computed as follows:
where ΔE intra and ΔG solv are the intramolecular and desolvation penalties for each ligand upon binding while E vdW and E Coul are the intermolecular protein-ligand van der Waals and electrostatic interaction energies, respectively, and E PTN is the protein energy as extracted from the complexes. Relevant is the presence of the entropic term TΔS conf , which accounts for the ligand conformational entropy penalty (multiplied by the temperature), computed from the Boltzmann distribution in water. In fact, assuming a Boltzmann distribution, the probabilities for each conformer (P i ) were calculated as follows:
where E i is the sum of internal energy and hydration energy of the ligand i and k is the Boltzmann constant. The Boltzmann-averaged intermolecular energy and solvation free energy in the unbound state for every compound were also obtained and the conformational entropies (S conf ) were calculated from the probabilities according to the following equation:
MM-GB/SA, as developed by Guimarães, proved to be far superior to docking scoring functions and at the same time to be as accurate as FEP or TI methods, with the main advantage to handle more structurally dissimilar compounds with less computational time. This study demonstrated that the conformational entropy penalty term, derived by a Boltzmann distribution, was very small and similar for all the examined sets of compounds even for molecules with different degree of flexibility. This suggests that the entropic contribution should not be so important for ranking-ordered, especially in congeneric series. However, it should be considered that the poor estimation of the conformational entropy penalty term can derive from inaccuracies in the currently available force fields. Further approximation may also derive from the algorithms used in GB or PB continuum solvent models as remarked by Cavalli [37] .
A convincing variant to the described MM-GB/SA technique is the MM-PB/SA. Initially developed by Kollman [22] , MM-PB/SA uses a combination of molecular mechanics and continuum solvation (computed solving the Poisson-Boltzmann equation) to calculate the average binding energies for a set of ligands.
An interesting study was presented by Thompson, [38] who applied the MM-PB/SA to discriminate docking poses, using a subset of the CCDC/Astex test set [39] and a set of actives/inactives from the DUD data set [40] . Each of the terms used for the prediction of the binding free energy (ΔG b ) is approximated by computing values for the ligandprotein complex and the two molecular structures are individually taken from the minimized complexes.
The following equation was used for the prediction of the binding free energy:
where !H Elec Sol and ΔH vdW represent the Poisson-Boltzmann electrostatic and the van der Waals energy, respectively. TΔS Hphob is the hydrophobic term computed as follows:
TΔS Hphob = (surface area buried upon complex formation) × 0.006 kcal/(mol Å 2 )
the numerical coefficient (0.006 kcal/(mol Å 2 )) accounts for the partitioning of solute molecules between aqueous and organic phases [41, 42] ; TΔS RotB is a rotatable bond penalty included to quantify the loss of binding energy due to the freezing of the internal degrees of freedom of the ligand [43] .
TΔS RotB = (number of rotatable bonds) × 0.7 kcal/mol (13) [18] , who collected them for HEPT (H01) binding to HIV-1RT, and the explicit solvent model is based on the solvation of a 20 Å water sphere from the center of the ligand, as used by Åqvist et al. [6] . The CPU timing is obtained from IBM Power3-375MHZ SP2 cluster and the MD was run with a time step of 2 fs in both simulations using multiple time step algorithm RESPA [M. Tuckerman et al., J. Chem. Phys., 1992, 112, 1990] ("min" for minutes, "h" for hours and "d" for days).
Interestingly, also in this study it was revealed that the entropic terms tend to be less important in the determination of ΔG b ; in fact, the examination of TΔS Hphob and TΔS RotB revealed that for any given complex these two terms are similar in magnitude but of opposite sign, and their weight is accounting only for the 10% of the binding free energy final value while the contribution of the electrostatic and van der Waals terms is approximately equal to the 90% of the total ΔG b in the above described implementation.
LINEAR INTERACTION ENERGY IN CONTINUUM ELECTROSTATICS: LIECE AND QMLIECE
Another important variant of LIE was initially developed by Huang [44] , in which the MD sampling was replaced by a simple energy minimization and combined the LIE method with a rigorous treatment of continuum electrostatics based on the numerical solution of the Poisson equation by finite difference techniques [45] .
The new technique was named LIECE (Linear Interaction Energy in Continuum Electrostatics) and revealed a higher computational time efficiency being more than two orders of magnitude faster than LIE, as well as, a satisfying predictive accuracy, reaching about 1.0 kcal/mol for thirteen and twenty-nine inhibitors of β-secretase (BACE) and HIV-1 protease (HIV-PR), respectively. The approach was also successfully applied to a series of virtual screening experiments which finally lead to the discovery of cellpermeable β-secretase inhibitors with inhibitory activity in the low-micromolar range, as well as a potent and selective nanomolar inhibitor of the tyrosine kinase erythropoietin producing human heptocellular carcinoma receptor B4 (EphB4) [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] . The two cited targets were used for deriving a two-parameter model [13] : (12) and a three-parameter model [25] :
where ΔE vdW is the ligand-protein van der Waals interaction energy, ΔG elec is the sum of the ligand-protein Coulomb energy in vacuo and the change in solvation energy of ligand and protein upon binding (see Fig. 2) , and ΔG tr,rot is an entropic term representing the loss of translational and rotational degree of freedom upon binding. As it was already discussed in the previous paragraphs, also in this case the presence of an entropic term does not improve the prediction accuracy [42] .
Interestingly, LIECE was also successful over different sets of protein kinase inhibitors (CDK2, Lck, p38, Wee1) [51, 52] ; in this study five different models were created and validated on three different protein kinases. In addition to equation (12) a one-parameter model: (14) and a three-parameter model: (15) were used to fit the calculated energy terms. In the latter equation the electrostatic term of (12) (ΔG elec ) is split in its two energetic components: ligand-protein Coulomb energy in vacuo (ΔE Coul ) and the change in solvation energy of ligand and protein upon binding (ΔG solv ). Further interesting models were also proposed with the introduction of an entropic term, as the third parameter in (12) and (13), but again, this contribution did not furnish any substantial improvement to the model predictive accuracy (see Table 3 for a summary of LIECE performance over different targets).
Huang and Kolb performed detailed studies about the parameter transferability among their respective data sets. In contrast with Huang's observation on BACE and HIV-1 PR, Kolb showed that the parameter transferability among protein kinases was due to the predominance of the van der Waals interaction (whose multiplicative parameter is between five and ten times larger than the electrostatic term one). This is likely due to the typical shape and structure of ATP-binding site that is highly conserved with the results that different kinases share a high degree of steric similarity.
On the other hand, LIECE parameters are not transferable between human BACE and HIV-1 PR, despite they are both aspartic proteases. The lack of generality in this case is probably due to the significant diversity existing between the substrate-binding site of mammalian and viral aspartic proteases.
In this regard, the large number of computational experiments performed with LIECE remarked the extreme sensibility of this technique even to small conformational changes [50] , as well as its obvious tendency to give better performance in interpolating rather than in extrapolating new external data [53] . It is worthy saying that LIECE model tends also to be affected by the presence of false positives (due to misleading interaction energy values) which, however, can be easily filtered out by a preliminary selection of docking conformations by means of filtering criteria based on energy efficiency or, alternatively, monitoring the occurrence of specific ligand-protein interactions in the obtained ligand binding modes [51] .
A recent application of a LIECE model was also developed and validated on a series of benzamidine-based inhibitors of human thrombin [50] . In this example, a large number of observations (n obs = 27), primarily extracted from X-ray complexes and further complemented with other benzamidine thrombin inhibitors, was successfully used to derive a model with satisfactory ability in prediction (over an almost three times larger external test set, n test = 88). Interestingly such a model demonstrated to outperform scoring functions [54] and shape-based similarity ranking [55] in a virtual screening experiment conducted over a large combinatorial library of mimic compounds experimentally tested against thrombin (Fig. 4) [56] . The analysis of the true positives signaled the relevance of the privileged molecular substructures in the case of thrombin enzyme, supposedly engaging localized interactions with the D subsite. These results strengthened the confidence in LIECE as a promising tool for reliable estimation of anti-thrombin activity with the aim to offer to the medicinal chemists involved in research on thrombin and thrombin-related disease (e.g., coagulation cascade, blood clot formation) a successful strategy for lead finding and optimization.
However, as already pointed out by Kollman [4] , one of the most important inaccuracy in the current used force fields is the evaluation of the electrostatic contribution to the ligand binding. For this reason, further efforts were spent to capture polarization effects for a better description of the compound atomic charges. Ab initio and semiempirical approaches were used by Åqvist [57] who suggested that semiempirically derived CM1A charges [58] emerged as a fast and reliable alternative for fully automated LIE based virtual screening with the OPLS-AA force field [59, 60] . On the other hand, Caflisch further improved LIECE by using a linearly scaling semiempirical QM method [61] associated with the CHARMM force field [62, 63] to calculate the electrostatic interaction energy between the ligand and the protein, adopting the so-called divide and conquer approach [61] and using MOPAC [64] and the recently developed semi-empirical Hamiltonian RM1 [65] .
The new approach was termed QMLIECE [24] and its predictive ability (Table 3) is increasing with respect to LIECE for compounds having significantly diverse charge- charge interactions, that is a large variability of polarized charges of protein atoms upon binding different inhibitors.
CONCLUSIONS
Progress in medicinal chemistry and biochemistry is upon the understanding of the type and nature of the molecular interactions that, in turn, are dependent on the amount of free energy variation arising from the binding process involving a bioactive compound and its biological counterparts. As properly stated in 1993 by Kolmann "The goals of any numerical theoretical approach applied to chemical phenomena are to calculate numerical values that agree with experiment, provide mechanistic insight into the phenomena, and be predictive." [4] On this purpose, a series of MD or MC-based computational approaches have been here above proposed to accurately predict the free energy (BFE) involved in the binding. Starting from the efficient Linear Interaction Energy (LIE) method, which gives an estimation of the BFE from only two simulations of the solvated protein-ligand complex and the ligand in solution, a series of LIE-derived approaches has been reviewed. From the initial LIE evaluation of non-bonded van der Waals and electrostatic intermolecular interaction ensembles, the list of descriptors was expanded to the Extended Linear Response (ELR), in order to include, via multivariate fitting, a number of descriptors with desirable and interpretable physical meaning.
In this regard, the herein described methodologies benefit of a cheap computational cost because only interactions between the ligand and either the protein or the aqueous environment are explicitly considered as descriptors whereas further developments have also led to the replacement of explicit solvent by a continuum surface generalized Born (SGB) solvent model. Known as SGB-LIE, the new method was proved to be more than one order of magnitude faster than the previously described models because of a much more rapid and deeper exploration of the conformational space as the water frictions were not explicitly taken into account. The encouraging results obtained with the continuum solvent model inspired the development of the socalled molecular mechanics generalized Born surface area (MM-GB/SA) and its Poisson-Boltzmann variant (MM-PB/SA) to rescore docking results with the combined use of molecular mechanics and continuum implicit solvation to compute average BFE of ligands after MD or MC simulations.
The need of speeding up calculations as well as of reducing computational costs for rescoring docking solutions resulting from large molecular databases screening has led to another important variant of LIE named LIECE (Linear Interaction Energy in Continuum Electrostatics) and its quantum mechanics variant QMLIECE. In this approach, the MD sampling was replaced by a simple energy minimization that was profitably combined with the LIE method to ensure a rigorous treatment of continuum electrostatics based on the numerical solution of the Poisson equation by finite difference techniques.
In LIECE, as in other cited techniques, the lack of sampling (due to the replacement of MD simulation with the energy minimization) is however a negligible and secondary issue when the aim is focused on the scoring congeneric series of ligands. In such a case, that is very much frequent in QSAR practice, it was proven that a systematic error did not affect the accuracy of the ranking.
The successful application to a series of relevant pharmaceutical targets (among the others factor Xa, thrombin, HIV-1 reverse transcriptase, β-secretase, different protein kinases), as well as the simplicity of the cited computational techniques allow their use for the rapid assessment of million-compound molecular libraries as nowadays routinely required by the pharmaceutical market's time pressure.
